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New Book "I Feel Like A Zombie, But Wish I Was Dead" Examines Thoughts
of Undead

Mind of the living dead unearthed in "I Feel Like A Zombie, But Wish I Was Dead" by CJ Sosa.

New Castle, PA (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- “Hollywood has made zombies into scary, shuffling, eating
machines, but what if the zombie brain was still able to think, to feel? What does a zombie think about?” These
questions were asked by author CJ Sosa when she wrote her new poetry collection, “I Feel Like A Zombie, But
Wish I Was Dead” (published by Xlibris).

With the popularity of zombies in television, movies, and literature, Sosa sought out to examine the minds of
these flesh-eating monsters. Her poetry shows zombies who are sentient and contemplating their existence even
in their state of life after death.

“Not all zombies are scary, shuffling, dead heads,” Sosa says. “Maybe some of them can be really sensitive.”

An excerpt from the poem “For the Love of Death:”

I was home, all alone, in my dark and dreary world
When Death came to me and whispered in my ear:
“Soon my lovely Princess, you will be my girl
And never will you shed another tear.”

“I Feel Like a Zombie, But Wish I Was Dead”
By CJ Sosa
Softcover | 8.5 x 8.5 in | 36 pages | ISBN 9781493197347
E-Book | 36 pages | ISBN 9781493197354
Available at Amazonand Barnes & Noble

About the Author:

CJ Sosa currently lives in Western Pennsylvania with her husband and two cats. She has been a featured
speaker at industry conferences and universities in several countries. She has two grown sons, who are married,
and two granddaughters.

Xlibris Publishing, an Author Solutions, LLC imprint, is a self-publishing services provider created in 1997 by
authors, for authors. By focusing on the needs of creative writers and artists and adopting the latest print-on-
demand publishing technology and strategies, we provide expert publishing services with direct and personal
access to quality publication in hardcover, trade paperback, custom leather-bound and full-color formats. To
date, Xlibris has helped to publish more than 60,000 titles. For more information, visit xlibris.com or call 1-
888-795-4274 to receive a free publishing guide. Follow us @XlibrisPub on Twitter for the latest news.
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Contact Information
Marketing Services
Xlibris
+1 (888) 795-4274 Ext: 7879

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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